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"The Revelation Of The Pyramids" takes an in depth look into one of the seven wonders of the
world, the Great Pyramids of Egypt. Mystery has surrounded these epic structures for centuries
with theories varying from the scientific to the bizarre.

However with over thirty-seven years of in depth research taking in sites from China, Peru,
Mexico and Egypt, one scientist has as at last managed first to understand and then to reveal
what lies behind this greatest of archaeological mysteries: a message of paramount importance
for all mankind, through time and space.

For the serious student of the Vedas this comes as no surprise. Vedic culture has been spread
all over the globe as little as 5,000 years ago. During the reign of Maharaja Yudisthira the entire
world was under one flag and society was many times more advanced than today. During the
greatest of all battles at Kuruksetra brahmastras, nuclear like weapons, were used and could be
initialised by sound vibration only. This is just one of the many examples of an highly advanced
civilisation of which we have not much knowledge today except through the Vedas. This video
connects the dots.

For further information see Michael Cremo's Mysterious Origins of Man , The Hidden History
of the Human Race
,
The Arian Invasion Myth
,
David Icke's comments
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on the Darwinian understanding of human history, the
Bosnian Pyramids
and an
interview with Klaus Dona
from Project Avalon.

Further Links:

-

Ancient Technology Pyramid Mystery
The Code for a Global Matrix and beyond
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